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Planning Committee on September 20, 2018. And it is called to order at 9:07 a.m.
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First of all, could we have everybody in the Chambers silence any noise-making
devices including your cell phones. And I would like to introduce our in attendance
today. We have Vice-Chair Yuki Lei Sugimura.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Good morning.
CHAIR KING: Good morning. We have Member Stacy Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Aloha, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Aloha. We have Member Riki Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR KING: Thank you for being here. I had you on as excused, but I'm really glad you're
here. And we have Member Mike White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Good morning.
CHAIR KING: Good morning. And I'm Kelly King, Chair of the Committee. Members, we
have with us today, from the Administration, we have Michele McLean, our Director of
Planning.
MS. McLEAN: Aloha, good morning, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Aloha. We have Pam Eaton who's our Long Range Planning Administrator.
MS. EATON: Good morning.
CHAIR KING: Good morning. We have our Deputy Director Joe Alueta. Sorry, you weren't
on the list. But Jennifer Maydan couldn't make it today. She's ill today. And we have
David Galazin sitting in for our Corp. Counsel.
And congratulations to
Michael Hopper who had his first child about a week ago or so. So, he had a little boy;
so he's on paternity leave. We also have ... well, let's see ... Mr. Walker stepped out for a
minute. We will have Mr. Mark Walker from the Finance Department a little bit later
to answer some questions about one of our items from the last meeting. And we have,
from our Committee Staff, we have Traci Fujita who ... thank you for being here, Traci.
She's leaving for the mainland tonight, but she agreed to come in to staff the meeting.
And Rayna Yap. Thank you for being here, Rayna.
MS. YAP: Good morning.
CHAIR KING: Also, I want to thank my staff, Susan Foley and Kate Griffiths for the
background work they've been doing. And, Members, we have two items on the
agenda today. We have PC-17, which is Amending Chapters 2.80B and 2.90A, Maui
County Code, Relating to the Kahoolawe Community Plan. And this is sort of a
leftover from last meeting answering some questions, and I will be offering the
opportunity based on the discussion we had to file this item. And then we have PC-2,
which is the Molokai Community Plan Update. We're going to start with public
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testimony, and we did get a call earlier that it is very hot on Molokai and there's no air
conditioning in the office; so they requested that they be allowed to do testimony first.
So, we are going to .. .I mean it looks like we have no testimony in Hana. Is the Hana
Office closed? Okay. Hana is closed. We're going to go ahead and start with Molokai,
and Ella Alcon is over there. Ms. Alcon, if you could call your first testifier.
.. . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MS. ALCON: Good morning, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai, and our first testifier is
Madonna Dizon.
MS. DIZON: Aloha, this is Madonna Dizon. And I am in support of the East and West End
Policy in our Molokai plan. For them to try and introduce and make part of a plan,
the Lanai Land Use Code is pretty much hewa. We spent countless hours and a lot of
those who actually object are ones that hadn't been to all of the meetings when we
were doing the West and East End Policy. It was a effort by our community and our
community should be represented by our Council. And at our last meeting, it was
99 percent who wanted the East and West End Policy. There was only one deferring
person. It should be as it stands. It was mitigated by a number of people and the
West End Policy was actually married with a 2005 master land use community-based
plan and that plan was drafted by over 1,000 people, participation of over 1,000
people. The voice of Molokai needs to be heard and not be supplanted by someone
else who has no idea what the Molokai needs. Molokai is Molokai. Lanai is Lanai.
The solutions are different for the islands. The people are different. The lifestyle is
different. So, it should be the voice of the people that should be heard. Mahalo.
CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Ms. Dizon.
Ms. Crivello?

We have one question from Councilmember Crivello.

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Aloha, Madonna. Can you hear me?
MS. DIZON: Yes, I do.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, thank you for being here this morning. Are you
aware that the West and East End Policy has been fully accepted into the plan by this
Committee? It's paa already. It's paa.
MS. DIZON: I was .. .(inaudible) . .. last meeting, I thought that was so, but I had conflicting
things that I was hearing so I just wanted to reiterate that, and I thank you for
actually clearing that up. Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
CHAIR KING:
Okay, thank you.
Thank you, Ms. Crivello.
Any other questions?
Ms. Sugiyama ... oh, Sugimura.
I'm sorry.
I actually have an aunt named
Yuki Sugiyama, so ... okay. Next testifier?
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Rob Stephenson.
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MR. STEPHENSON: Aloha, Chair and Committee Members. My name is Rob Stephenson.
I'm testifying as an individual and also as a professional. I'm a real estate agent and I
work in land use development and I apologize for missing this under the previous, the
previous version. But, there's really concern under the West End Policy Statement the
Chapter 11, 11.4, Land Use and Housing under C, Goals, Policies, and Actions. Policy
No. 13 it says archaeological, cultural, and historical remains in a large-scale
development area or surrounding affected regions shall be professionally and
traditionally investigated before any construction begins. So, this statement on its
own, this opens up a Pandora's Box that can stop all building on the West End
without first doing a full archaeological investigation. So, I mean exactly who is this
targeted towards and where is it targeted? I mean, we already have these laws in
place. And if you think about it, most everyone here on Molokai who has a backhoe
who does these excavations services are local people. And of course, if they run across
archaeological objects or iwi they're gonna stop, they're gonna consult the proper
people to take care of it. So, this doesn't protect our local people. This actually puts
our local families at a financial burden because the average cost of an Archaeological
Inventory Survey and archaeological monitoring plan is $10,000 to begin with and can
take up to a year. So, I really don't understand. I'm a bit confused here. I said I'm a
real estate agent and I do it to help the people that I know and I care about. And I can
tell you 'cause I'm on the ground, 75 percent of all of my transactions on the West End
are from local families. So, I'm really a bit confused here. Who is this trying to
protect? Who is this trying to, to ... what are we trying to do here? It really doesn't
make any sense. But, the larger issue that I have here is I would say that we need to
strike the entire Chapter 11 and start over and take the time to do it right and include
the community. This West End Policy Statement was not sanctioned by any of the
County organizations, departments, the Planning Department opposed it. It was done
by a loose association of individuals. It was done by people within the community, but
there's no one that can be held accountable for its contents, whether it be good, bad,
or indifferent. And so I would suggest that we take the time to do it right and include
the entire community, make it a legitimate process. I mean where are the public,
where are the public notices? Where are the publicly-posted agendas? Where are the
meeting minutes? I mean don't we have something called the Sunshine Law? This
really isn't transparency. And I said it before, I want to state this on the record in case
somebody wants to sue and they can refer back to this. This plan, this chapter in the
West End Policy Statement was not done properly. It didn't have the community
input, it didn't have community support, it wasn't sanctioned by any of the
government entities. It was done by a group of people outside of the government. So,
again, I want to put this on the record that if anyone wants to refer back to this that I
have objected to this and raised in question the legitimacy of the entire West End
Policy Statement. And I really thank you for the work that you've done, but we need to
make sure that this document is true and correct and represents all of the
community, not just a certain group of the community. And I thank you for your time.
CHAIR KING: Alright. Thank you, Mr. Stephenson. Any questions, Committee Members?
Seeing none, next testifier?
MR. STEPHENSON: Thank you.
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MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Liko Wallace.
MS. WALLACE: Good morning, Council Chair King and Councilmembers. What brings me
here today is totally discouragement. We were here at the last meeting to talk about
the land use designation table that is currently in our community plan. And it's as
though we have not been heard. The Planning Commission wants to implement or
they recommended putting in the land use designation table that is being used for the
Lanai planning ... Community Plan.
I disagree with that.
We did not have an
opportunity to be able to give input as a community on this table. I disagree with just
allowing this to take precedence over our voices. I also would like to talk on behalf of
Chapter 11, the West End and the East End Policy. I disagree with the past testifier.
We did have many meetings to go over these, the plans and we had a lot of
participants that took a lot of time and effort to speak on behalf and to go through the
whole thing piece by piece and explain why it should be there. I totally disagree that it
was not attended by the community. I don't know when they come and say that the
community just needs to get involved, I don't understand who they mean by
community because the community did give their input on both of the East End and
the West End Policy Statement. And I totally disagree when he says that it wasn't
attended by the community. And there was notices, many notices. And we did attend.
And I am totally upset that you would not consider those of us that do attend as not
the community. There are people that are given the opportunity to be there and for
whatever reason they are not, I am sorry that they didn't have their opportunity to say
what they feel. But, there was ample time to come in and say their piece at the times
that was set to have this community plan heard. So, I don't want to kill somebody or
set one bomb off to get anybody to pay attention to what we have to say but it seems
like that's what we have to do. Thank you for hearing me.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Ms. Wallace. Any questions? Seeing none, next testifier?
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is ...
MS. POEPOE: Hi. This is Mahina Poepoe here again for what feels like the 20th time asking
you to please not include the Lanai table in the Molokai plan for all the reasons that
have been previously stated and submitted on numerous occasions. It's really so
frustrating that this is ... continued to be forced down our throats. It's frustrating that
the Planning Department has a front row seat and limitless amounts of time to make
their arguments to you when we have only a few minutes. They're not ... the Planning
Department is not the enemy. It's just so much of what their function is does not
align with what we're about here so that's why it might come off that way sometimes.
You know, we're really cautious about development and growth and any pathways or
loopholes that facilitate and streamline those types of activities which is why I think
we're always out here testifying. And, you know, if we were to just leave it to the
professional planners and self-proclaimed professional planners then we would end up
with ordinances being passed like the one that was presented a couple of months ago
at the Commission which was to allow accessory uses of accessory uses in ag land so
that with the rationale that a farmer should be able to have a swimming pool and it's
illogical that they can't have a cabana for their swimming pool. And that was one of
the dumbest things I ever saw at the Commission, honestly. And I think we were all
just like is this a joke? So, that's what happens like when we just leave it unchecked.
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That's what happens. Those kinds of things come up and I don't know, I don't think
anybody can name a true farmer who wants or can afford to have a pool and a cabana.
So, that would have just eroded further Ag zoning and that's why we question
everything and that's why the same reason we're questioning and are suspicious of the
Lanai table. And I don't know why it's being forced so hard. I think that if they can
get this table into our plan, then they'll try and get it into everyone else's plans and we
don't want to standardize plans that are supposed to be unique. It just doesn't make
sense and I don't know what the point is if that's what we're gonna do. And in
response to the earlier testifier that talked about the protecting archaeological sites, of
course that's what they're going to say because they're a developer and a real estate
agent so it affects their business interests. It's hard to feel a connection to those
things when you're not from here and to want to protect them. And when people, you
know, I've seen locals with bulldozers. I know that they some of them will just plow
through sites and not report them. So, just trusting that because they're local they'll
report it is not enough. Yeah, so I'm just here to once again oppose the Lanai table for
the Molokai plan and I hope this is the last time that I have to come out and do it. I
also notice in the Planning Department presentation there was a quote from, I believe
Zhantell at the Commission, on the last slide and I hope that before you interpret that
or it tries to get spun a certain way you heard from her personally what her intent of
that statement was and have an explanation from her before. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Alright. Thank you, Ms. Poepoe. Any questions? No questions. Thank you
very much for your testimony. Ms. Alcon, next testifier?
MS. ALCON: I have a few testifiers on their way. One had to leave in an emergency. Can we
come back to Molokai after the Chamber?
CHAIR KING: Okay. We can do that. Thank you.
MS. ALCON: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Let's see. Let's go to Lanai next.
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai, and there is no
one waiting to testify.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you, Denise. And then we'll go to the Chambers next.
Ms. Fujita, do we have testifiers in the Chamber?
MS. FUJITA: The first testifier is Michael Nahoopii, Executive Director, Kahoolawe Island
Reserve Commission, testifying on PC-17; followed by Mr. Albert Perez.
MR. NAHOOPII: Hi, aloha.
CHAIR KING: Aloha.
MR. NAHOOPII: This is on. My name is Mike Nahoopii. I'm the Executive Director for the
Kahoolawe Island Reserve Commission. The Kahoolawe Island Reserve Commission,
or KIRC, was founded in 1993 as the State agency to oversee and manage the island of
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Kahoolawe when the island was returned from the Navy to the State. The Commission
has not taken a formal position on the proposed amendment, but I'm here to provide
testimony on just some historical context and what we're doing today as it relates to
the community plan.
So, currently in our statutes, we have a commission, a
seven-member commission. One of the seats on the commission is filled by a Maui
County official appointed by the Mayor of Maui and then affirmed or selected by the
Governor. So, the Mayor sends a list to the Governor and the Governor appoints and
they go through a set of confirmation. The other seats, we have three seats that are
the Protect Kahoolawe Ohana representatives. We have one from Native Hawaiian
organizations, one from the Office of Hawaiian Affairs Trustee, and then the last seat
is the Chair of the Department of Land and Natural Resources. Since the creation of
the KIRC and looking at the Kahoolawe Community Plan, the plan has been
incorporated into a lot of the planning documents and management plans that we've
developed for the island, including restoration plan, environmental protection plan.
We have the ocean management plan. We have a land use plan. And we also, in our
last planning process that we started in 2013, we're looking at a Statewide
involvement for the community plan for our planning documents for Kahoolawe. And
in 2013, we initiated a planning process we call I Ola Kanaloa. We have it available on
our website. We did 14 community hearings throughout the State. Seven of them
were within Maui County, including all the various islands of Maui County and the
different districts within Maui itself. And the inputs provided there came, we
developed a 2026 plan to get us to 2026, which for us is a significant date 'cause it
would represent the 50 years since the occupational landings in '76. And so basically
I just wanted to provide some information that we are incorporating a lot of the
planning information that was developed in the community plan into our current
planning process and we have been working very closely with the Maui County, with
the Council, and with the Mayor's Office, and the different divisions or different
departments within the County for either grant programs or for different community
work that we do. So, we do stay very close in touch with the Maui community in itself.
So, and then I'm available for any questions.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you very much. Do you have copies of that plan that you could
share with the Committee Members?
MR. NAHOOPII: I only brought this with me today, but I can send copies to you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. I think we'd all ...
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah. And it's available onlineCHAIR KING: Okay.
MR. NAHOOPII: --on our website at kahoolawe.hawaii.gov.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
CHAIR KING: That'd be great. And Committee Members? Ms. Crivello?
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Aloha. Thank you for being here.
MR. NAHOOPII: Aloha.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, you mentioned the Kahoolawe ... or the KIRC community
plan.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Is that called community plan or strategic?
MR. NAHOOPII: It is for us we call it I Ola Kanaloa. Because what we're looking at is ... we
look at Kahoolawe as the re-embodiment of Kanaloa, the god Kanaloa; so what we're
trying to do is bring life back to the island, bring life back to Kanaloa. So, we're trying
to stay away from kind of the western terminology of community plan and strategic
plan. I mean that's kind of the translation of what we're doing, but we're looking at
how we can do projects and efforts on the island and guide us how we work on the
island so that we can bring restoration to the ideas of this being a sacred cultural
place and participation by people of having that interface with Kanaloa and
enhancing -COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I understand.
MR. NAHOOPII: --revitalizing, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Can I ask?
CHAIR KING: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair? So this bill is proposing, anyway, this is
a proposed bill to remove the requirement of us having a Kahoolawe community plan.
Is it fair to say that we can interact or intertwine this plan of the resurrection of the
Kanaloa and how you would translate it to a community plan or strategic plan instead
of doing a removal because we are ... yes, the State has the jurisdiction, KIRC with that,
still part of our County?
MR. NAHOOPII: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, I guess I'm wanting to hear from your representation of
KIRC, what, do you feel it's unnecessary for us to have this requirement or do you see
it as an opportunity for us to be in collaboration?
MR. NAHOOPII: We would like to be in collaboration with the Council. I think part of...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: The County.
MR. NAHOOPII: When we're looking at the statute section of the planning, there are a lot of
sub plans that you're required to do in a community plan that really doesn't have
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applicability to Kahoolawe, like a infrastructure design plan and some of these other
elements; and by statute, the Kahoolawe is exempt from a bunch of different things.
So, it doesn't quite fit like it's a square peg in a round hole kind of thing. So, I think
maybe participating and the Council and the Maui County participating in the
development of all the things we do and we seek community inputs on all our projects.
It's still a good thing for us because we do see our ties 'cause we're, you know, our
next project that we have coming up is in Kihei which is definitely in the County itself.
So, our next development project is to create that tie through our Kihei center to
Kahoolawe and base a lot of things out of the Kihei area for people who cannot
physically make it to Kahoolawe, but they can still learn and gain the knowledge of
what we're doing at Kahoolawe on Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you for that question. Any other questions? Mr. Hokama? And then
just to let you know, Mr. Hokama, we do have Mark Walker from Finance to answer
that other question that we had sent in.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Thank you, Chair.
We appreciate your presence this
morning. So, you know, I was in disagreement with the Attorney General when the
Leg considered this statute because I consider Kahoolawe under the County's
management by Constitution and our Charter. And you make good points about the
term community plan. I can appreciate your concern about western definitions,
western approach to traditionally another type of cultural measurements on what is
important and desire to maintain. So, citing that, I still believe though that Kahoolawe
should have an island plan. Okay. I would agree, I wouldn't call it a community plan,
but I think Kahoolawe deserves and should have the protection from this County and
participate as an island plan because you know the history like we know, it was an
important part of our County; whether it was during the penal era where we separated
and Lanai and Kahoolawe had the responsibilities of housing prisoners of different
sexes. And that's why I kind of find it interesting how does Kihei get picked as the site
for Kahoolawe education and sharing of the culture since I'm trying to understand
what is Kihei's role with Kahoolawe?
MR. NAHOOPII: Okay. So, the Kihei property, which is eight acres next to the Kihei small
boat harbor, that was transferred to the KIRC back 2000 timeframe through executive
order from Governor Lingle and to be the base for the Kahoolawe's Island Reserve
Commission's boathouse and operation center. So, we already have the property, the
eight-acre property there and we're currently using it as our operations center. So,
we're looking at adding to the operations center a ... moving our offices down there and
also building a museum and education center.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So, take away that part.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The land that was from the Governor.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Kahoolawe?

What 1s the historical, cultural relationship of Kihei to

MR. NAHOOPII: Well, it's more Makena area. But I think part of the reason why we're doing
there is that that's where we go to Kahoolawe. It's our transition point or the portal to
get to Kahoolawe is through Kihei nowadays because the other facilities available to go
to Kahoolawe don't support the type of boats and things. If we could, we would go to
the Makena small boat harbor or small boat landing, but it's not physically big enough
or space enough over there so I think. ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: 'Cause our old kupuna told us the old days, you know,
through Manele Harbor, that's how our people got there, they went out, as soon as
they left the harbor they aimed for Haleakala and with the currents and their
understanding of the winds, they got straight to Kahoolawe and that's how they went.
You know, so for us, we have historical relations and so I'm just trying to figure out
why I mean, you know, except for free land. I can see Makena and during the
ranching days.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But, I would hope you guys would at things that kind of
connect from the historical and cultural side too besides that it's just because the guy
when give us eight acres of land, you know.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah, that's the physical location that we have today, but we do have
relationships with all the coastal areas; especially the descendants from the
Kahoolawe descendants are from the Honuaula districts of Makena and all through
that South Maui area. So, they're still participating especially with our cultural
resource working groups and other members that kind of participate in what we do.
So, we do seek out their inputs on a lot of the work we do.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Do you receive Federal dollars like PILT monies, payment in
lieu of taxes? Because this County is not getting it from the Feds, you know, all our
other counties that have Federal lands get Federal dollars for in lieu of taxes. You
know, so we get a little for Haleakala. You know, but why aren't we getting it for
Kahoolawe?
CHAIR KING: Mr. Hokama, we have Mr. Walker to answer that question too and I'm gonna
ask our testifier if he can stay for that because this is gonna be the first time on the
agenda so we can have a more lengthy discussion.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's fine.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's fine. Thank you.
MR. NAHOOPII: Okay.
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CHAIR KING: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I had a, sorry, Ms. King?
CHAIR KING: Oh and welcome, too, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
soon as I could.

Yeah.

Thank you.

Just got off the plane, so got here as

CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you for rushing over.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you so much. And good morning. Thank you. I got
the kind of halfway of your testimony. But thank you and the visit to the island was
very enlightening and a wonderful experience. So, I'm just trying to gather the word
reserve, you know, island reserve is very unique to Kahoolawe so I'm just wondering if
in that, in that word of itself a reserve, does that define it differently? You know,
'cause we don't have any other island, no other, you know, moku, pohaku, whatever.
You know, we have a NARS. There's such a distinct, you know, kapus and things in
this reserve. So, is this also why it's you feel like it should be its own kind of, you
know, dealt with differently?
MR. NAHOOPII: Well, the KIRC is not testifying on either support .. . (inaudible) . .. of the bill.
We're just providing information. But, the island, the terminology reserve is used
because what is unique is it's more than ... the Commission was tasked with the
oversight and management of the reserve which is the island plus two miles of water
surrounding the island; which is unique 'cause most, I think from the high-water
mark and submerged lands are all State, are all State responsibilities. But the State
has delegated that responsibility, up to two miles, to the Commission. So, even the
rest of the State does not have jurisdiction or management control within the two
miles so DAR and, you know, the Department of Aquatic Resources and all those other
agencies they refer to KIRC for the two miles surrounding the island. And by statute,
the uses of the island are specifically limited to either Native Hawaiian cultural
practices, restoration, rehabilitation, and education; and commercial activities have
been prohibited on the island. So, by the use definition or the use restrictions, I guess
that's how the terminology reserve kind of is placed upon the whole island and two
miles property.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
Yeah, and thank you.
And so I was listening to
Mr. Hokama's comments about what's the connection between Kihei to the island. It's
interesting, not sure if you know, but in our Charter as the representative of West
Maui, Kahoolawe's enfolded into my district of West Maui. So, somehow it was
determined that Kahoolawe had a more, I guess, connection to West Maui which I do
feel like it seems closer to Honuaula. And so Molokini and Kahoolawe are actually a
part of West Maui in our Charter which is different. Do you have any thoughts on that
or do you ...
MR. NAHOOPII: No.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Alright. Alright, well, anyway thank you.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah, I've only been responsible for the State.
CHAIR KING: But there ... Kahoolawe is a separate, is a separate community plan under our
Charter as well. So, that's kind of interesting how ...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, it's very odd. Yeah, I don't know. It's different.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah, we're just working with what we were given to work with so we're
just ... yeah.
CHAIR KING: Okay. And how long ... yeah.
MR. NAHOOPII: Dealing with ...
CHAIR KING: How long have you been in your position?
MR. NAHOOPII: I've been the executive director for ten years.
CHAIR KING: Ten years?
MR. NAHOOPII: And then I was the Navy commander back in the '90s and then from there
the director for the clean-up with Parsons and then a bunch of other things. So, I've
been on Kahoolawe for, since 1981 -CHAIR KING: Oh okay. So you -MR. NAHOOPII: --as a kid.
CHAIR KING: --you might have worked with my husband, Bob King. He was working on the
generators over there and -MR. NAHOOPII: Oh yeah.
CHAIR KING: --he made that, that big bomb thing that you, bomb detector thing that you
guys asked him to make with the giant forklifts.
MR. NAHOOPII: With King Diesel, right?
CHAIR KING: Yeah. It was a little, it was a little dicey testing that thing-MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
CHAIR KING:
there.

--'cause I think after the fact they found out there was a 50-pound bomb

MR. NAHOOPII: And at that time we had over 500 people working on the island flying back
and forth between Maui and Kahoolawe every day.
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CHAIR KING: Right.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
CHAIR KING: So, anyway, if you can, if you can, if you wouldn't mind just hanging around
until we get to our ... because this is the first item on our agenda and so you could be a
resource for us. Would you be able to do that?
MR. NAHOOPII: Okay. Yeah.
CHAIR KING: Just to stay here? Okay.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
CHAIR KING: Any other questions? No, no questions. Thank you.
MR. NAHOOPII: Thank you.
MS. FUJITA: The next testifier is Albert Perez from Maui Tomorrow Foundation, Inc.
testifying on PC-17 and PC-2.
MR. PEREZ: Good morning, Chair King.
CHAIR KING: Good morning.
MR. PEREZ: Albert Perez, Maui Tomorrow Foundation. Good morning, Councilmembers. I
wanted to testify on the, whether or not we should have a Kahoolawe plan. I believe
that we should. I think that it can be modified to account for the changes that have
been made over the years that affect whether or not the County has jurisdiction in
certain areas. I think that sections such as those that were pointed out about
infrastructure and other things they don't have to be included in the plan if they're not
necessary. But I do think it's important that it's recognized that Kahoolawe is a part
of this County. I think it's important that it's recognized that people from this County
as well as other parts of Hawaii were instrumental in getting it returned to the State.
And I think that we should not just ignore it. I feel the same way about areas where
we don't have jurisdiction such as State conservation lands. We should planning for it
and expressing our vision for the future as the County. And then when these other
entities, like the State or maybe even the Federal government, when they look at
changing things like maybe from Conservation to Urban they will see that we have an
opinion about it. So, I would support us continuing to have a plan. I'll move on to
PC-2, the Molokai Community Plan update.
CHAIR KING: We will reset your time.
MR. PEREZ: You can add the other time if you want. On Wednesday, the Planning
Department showed us their proposal for revised community plan designations for
Maui Island. So, I don't know if you Councilmembers have received these yet. But, it
was very interesting. I got the feeling, I got the strong feeling after the presentation
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that they're trying to do something that's very involved and it's complicated. These
new designations lack certainty which is needed by all members of our community
including developers. And I found myself on the same page with Lawrence Carnicelli
again. He's not here today, but he said when he goes traveling somewhere and he
says what is the use that's allowed on this particular piece of property? They'll tell
him it's this and this and this. And when he asks here, the answer is it depends. It
depends on a lot of things. And I think that that does not serve the public well. It
doesn't serve the community well. It doesn't serve developers well. It increases the
risk for people. It makes it harder to develop affordable housing. So, I think the
Planning Department has good intentions and this is the direction they want us to go
in. These new designations that I mentioned are for Maui Island community plans.
They won't affect Molokai or Lanai yet. But we need to view these new designations in
view of the similar types of changes that the Planning Department is likely to
recommend when it comes to revising our Zoning Code. So, this type of planning is a
big change for Maui and in our discussion on Tuesday the Planning staff agreed that it
would be a big change from existing planning practice that would require a lot more
training and there's costs associated with these types of changes. So we have to train
the planners, probably need to hire more staff, upgrade the skills of existing staff, and
pay for the training as well; so that's a cost that I'm concerned about. And also, we
need to educate the public about these changes. So, and if these, if this required
staffing and training and education are not paid for then we'll end up with a very
arbitrary system that would really be up to sort of a priesthood of professional
planners who understand this thing or maybe they don't understand it, but it's really
up to them because there's a lot of overlap between the designations that they're
talking about and it's subject to interpretation. If you are a person who owns
property, you're gonna walk in and you're really gonna be at the mercy of the
interpretation of the Planning Department depending on who is in charge. So, if
there's a new mayor who has a certain opinion about development, maybe they could
make it very hard for you after you invested your money in this property or the other
way around, maybe they could make it very easy and then the community would not
be well-served. If I buy a property in a neighborhood, I don't want necessarily to have
something industrial next to me. So, I would much prefer that we go back to the
definitions in the old community plan and I included the last two pages of my, last
three pages of my testimony. I just put that there for your reference so you can see
how simple it was in the past. I think we need to finish the comprehensive zoning, get
rid of the Interim zoning, and get rid of these loose definitions such as typical and
envision. So, if you decide to go with the current default version, well, that's in my
testimony. You can read it about having industrial and light industrial. But in
summary, the purpose of having separate community plans is to ensure that each
community can have a say.
Requiring that they all have the same land use
designations undermines this goal. Each community is different and that's what
makes Maui County special.
CHAIR KING: Thank you.
MR. PEREZ: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Members, any questions? Ms. Crivello?
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Questions and some comments. First of all, I want to thank
your support in keeping Kahoolawe with the community plan effort if we want to do
that 'cause I can feel that you understand the significance of Kahoolawe and especially
with its history and the catalyst it plays for all of us in Maui County, all of Hawaii.
Moving further with your testimony on the Molokai Community Plan __ , I hear you.
You're right. We all should have our own community plan. In your opinion and your
works that you've worked with the land use and you've been, you're from the Planning
at one time, -MR. PEREZ: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --Department. How difficult is it for us to implement
something like what we have in our community plan as our goals and policies to have
traditional land use overlay that we have it listed, but then I would like to restore it in
our land use action. How difficult is that to be considered as part of Molokai's
Community Plan, in your opinion?
MR. PEREZ: I don't think it's difficult at all. We have other overlay districts already in the
Code. I think there's a cultural overlay district in Lahaina. It just adds another step
but it's a standard land use planning practice. So, you have certain restrictions, you
don't want to develop the steep slopes or the flood plains or these cultural sites. You
don't want to obliterate them. There's certain sensitivities you have to apply in this
area. That's not difficult. It might take a little more time, but it's worth it.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Thank you for that.
MR. PEREZ: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I appreciate that and we'll discuss it further as we go, move
forward with our plan. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you. Any other questions? Ms. Cochran, your light is on.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, I'm sorry. No.
CHAIR KING: Okay. No other questions? Alright, thank you very much for your testimony.
MR. PEREZ: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Ms. Fujita?
MS. FUJITA: There are no other testifiers signed up to testify in Chambers, but I believe we
have some testifiers still waiting to testify on Molokai.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Go back to Molokai. Ms. Alcon?
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Cora Schnakenberg.
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MS. SCHNAKENBERG: Aloha, everyone. Thank you, County Council Committee. I just
wanted to .. .it's actually a statement. My last testimony I haven't heard anything
about having any meetings until this morning. I looked at several newspapers. It's
not even in the newspaper. What's in the newspaper is this Budget meeting coming
up. So, the inconsistency again is still happening. I am, I'm very disturbed about the
process that our Committee, Planning Committee, is still violating the general policy
process and that is community involvement. I would agree with Keani's back and
prior testimony is that only the few and special groups that knows the meeting and
continues to attend which totally which is alright; however, there are other .. .47 do not
make 7,500 decisions for the 700 ... 7,500 people on Molokai. So, I want to say that I
am totally opposing Kelly King's proposal on Appendix 6.1, 6.2. I do feel that the last
information that was left with our prior CPAC and deposit at that time was to revert
back, revert back to Lanai format. If that is something the Planning Committee
choose not to then I think we should bring it back, bring that whole chapters back to
Molokai. And this time around, announce it verbally. I mean, you gotta make efforts.
There's no efforts made here. I also have some concern that there may have been
some Sunshine violation law here. You know, the last meeting ... what's her name?
Yuki had made a really good point is that we have small meetings on Molokai, no more
paperwork documenting, but then it goes right into our revision in our community
plan. And the other thing is Malia, as much as I love her, she Molokai girl, she no live
here on Molokai and again, she inserts information without the community process.
Now I do have a problem with this. The people put you folks in position to represent
the different districts, but yet you don't follow your own rules? I have a concern about
that. Mahalo. Forgive me, but, you know, I'm always for the community and always
for the people. Mahalo for listening. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Any questions, Committee? I have a question, Ms. Schnakenberg. Are
you on the list to receive notices about these meetings because all Committee
meetings are noticed the same way for the County Council?
MS. SCHNAKENBERG: You know what? If it's through e-mail, I don't get it. You guys
haven't gave me anything. The other thing is it only provides information for only a
few people. We got 7,500 population on this island; only on Molokai. How many of
that is listed? So, I have concerns, Ms. Kelly King, that ...
CHAIR KING: Okay. If you could check with Ms. Alcon on how you can keep aware as
everyone else does on these meetings, that would be helpful.
MS. SCHNAKENBERG: My other concern is I asked Ms. Alcon about these revisions, guess
what? We only get the agenda. You got people coming in asking for the modification
or revision that is at hand on this agenda, you don't even have it. So, tell me how the
people supposed to be informed? Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Next testifier?
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Keani Rawlins-Fernandez.
MS. RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Aloha. Mahalo for this opportunity to testify. My name is
Keani Rawlins-Fernandez. I am testifying on PC-2, the Molokai Community Plan;
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testifying in support of keeping in the original Appendix 6.1 and 6.2 and opposing the
recommendations of replacing it with the land use designation table used in the Lanai
Community Plan. Many people have testified in opposition to this the whole year and
it's been really frustrating to have to come back time and time again; people leaving
work, you know, just unable to come to these hearings basically to say the same thing
that they oppose this action. And it's frustrating that we feel like we're not being
heard. This, the proposed land use designation table again, it didn't have community
review and it, and for that same reason, this Committee disapproved including the
prioritization of Chapter 12, implementation and monitoring. And by that same policy,
I would think that this Committee would also vote against adopting something that
wasn't, that they didn't feel like had enough review. This proposal uses problematic
words such as typical and I believe this gives the Planning Department far too much
power in defining what would be a typical zoning and what wouldn't be. Plan should
reflect each community's unique needs and visions and the proposed land use
designation table uses uses envisioned and that wasn't uses envisioned provided by
the community. I'm not sure exactly who it came from. I'm thinking it probably came
from the Planning Department. And lastly, the, you know, the Title 19 audit is upon
us and we're gonna have to come back to this anyway. So, I support leaving our
Appendix 6.1, 6.2 as is and coming back to it after the audit recommendations have
been implemented. Mahala for this opportunity to testify. Aloha.
CHAIR KING: Thank you very much. Any questions, Committee Members? Seeing none,
thank you very much for your testimony. Ms. Alcon?
MS. ALCON: That's the last testifier. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you very much. Thank you, Molokai. Ms. Fujita, do we have
any more testifiers in the Chambers?
MS. FUlJITA: There are none.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Seeing no testifiers we will without objection close testimony.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections .
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
ITEM PC-17:

AMENDING CHAPTERS 2.80B AND 2.90A, MAUl COUNTY CODE,
RELATING TO THE KAHOOLAWE COMMUNITY PLAN (CC 18-109)

CHAIR KING: Okay. We'll move on through our agenda. The first item being PC-17,
Amending Chapters 2.808 and 2.90A, Maui County Code, Relating to the Kahoolawe
Community Plan. So, Members, at our last meeting we discussed whether the
requirement of a Kahoolawe Community Plan should be removed from the Maui
County Code; something that came up in discussions last year when we started going
through the Molokai plan. And during our discussion, the Federal payment in lieu of
taxes or PILT was brought up and so I think there was a question of whether the
County has ever received PILT monies for the use of Kahoolawe. So, your Chair sent
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request for information to the Department of Finance and we received a response
dated September 14, 2019. Today we have with us Mr. Mark Walker, Director of the
Finance Department, to provide information on PILT to the Committee. Mr. Walker, if
you could come down? I think we have the middle seat for you there.
MR. WALKER: Good morning, Chair, Committee Members. Mark Walker, Director of
Finance. Actually the question didn't ask about Kahoolawe, but it just asked about
PILT payments. And so I did provide a schedule of PILT payments received, I think
over the last 20-plus years. As it relates to Kahoolawe, PILT payments by definition
are payments to local governments that help offset losses of property taxes due to
non-Federal... to non-taxable Federal lands within their boundaries. So, because
Kahoolawe's owned by the State, I don't believe we would be ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No, it belongs to this County.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Jurisdiction.
MR. WALKER: It's owned by the State.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The jurisdiction. Read the Constitution.
CHAIR KING: Mr. Hokama?
MR. WALKER: Yeah, it was deeded ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
I speak about it being a delegate of that convention,
Chairman. Okay. And I know how we set up basic island units and what was the
intent of the convention regarding Kahoolawe. Okay. This is the '70s. Kahoolawc
issue was very, very upfront in everybody's mind. The renaissance of the Hawaiian
culture was moving forward; ethnic studies, olelo Hawaii, language. This was a time
of the great renaissance of the Hawaiian people. Okay. And we had strong feelings
about Kahoolawe and that is why we took certain measures in the Constitution why
we make it part of our Charter and our community, our planning process. Okay. So,
you know, jurisdiction. The State has to follow what the Constitution says, Chairman.
Okay. They're not the all omnipotent entity. And I don't have a problem we take them
to court if we need to.
CHAIR KING: Mr. Walker, do we have a statement of or a statute that has a statement of
ownership?
MR. WALKER: Well, I know it was deeded to the State in 1994 and so it's not a Federal
property. So, we ... the Federal government does not.. .now whether they give the State
PILT payments, I don't know if the State and ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No, I just was wondering if there was the Feds were paying
some, one ... some governmental entity payment in lieu of taxes. And I feel someone,
either we should .. .if ... (inaudible} . .. again then we should be receiving it.
MR. WALKER: We are not receiving PILT payments for Kahoolawe that I can see.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Walker. I appreciate that response. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Nahoopii, can you, do you have any information on
that as far as clarity of ownership and jurisdiction or ownership versus jurisdiction?
MR. NAHOOPII: So, in 1994, the land was conveyed back to the State of Hawaii through a
quitclaim deed. So, the State has been the landowner since '94. Prior to that, in the
military days, I don't remember the military making any payments because I used to
be part of the, I was the commander at that time. From that period in '94, the Title X
of the Defense Appropriation Act set aside $400 million for the clean-up of Kahoolawe.
A portion of that was used to create the Kahoolawe Rehabilitation Trust Fund which
was designated in, as part of the Kahoolawe Island Conveyance Commission Report
which is the Federal commission established in the early '90s to use that money to
start the restoration work. The agreement between the State of Hawaii and the Navy
in their memorandum of agreement was that the Navy would be responsible for the
unexploded ordinance and the environmental degradation due to the military's use of
the island, but the environmental devastation due to the goat introduction in 1793
would be the responsibility of the State. So, the trust fund was utilized to do the
replanting of the hard pan areas, to start the conservation and physical restoration of
the ecosystems on the island. So, that's the only funding we've gotten from the
Federal government when the initial transfer of the island happened. Today we get
some Federal money, but we get it through grants and we apply for competitive grants
like from NOAA or from the Library Sciences or other, you know, competition-type
grants. So, that's only Federal monies we get.
CHAIR KING: Okay. But the monies go to the State of Hawaii or to KIRC?
MR. NAHOOPII: Yes, the part of that Defense Appropriations Act money was transferred to
the State. So, but it was ... other than that, that's the only funding from the Federal
government that came to the State at that time.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
jurisdiction?

So, nothing to the County?

Is there a recognition of County

MR. NAHOOPII: I don't remember any at that time.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
CHAIR KING: Mr. Hokama, questions, comments?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you. No, I appreciate your presence 'cause I think you
can help bring a lot of good clarification and update. So, I appreciate your presence.
Thank you. I mean, really, mahalo plenty. So, hearing that one of the things that,
you know, for me what I was hoping to look at in our view of the island and maybe we
need to change the name to just Kahoolawe Island Plan. You know, 'cause I respect
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your comments and I think you made some good comments that there's no community
there currently. But, I think there's still opportunities for this County to provide our
County residents to a sister island.
MR. NAHOOPII: Oh yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And one of the things that I think you can help us with is
access to the island. Okay. I still believe we need to work on access; Countywide and
improve it for our people to enjoy where they live and Kahoolawe is part of us. And
one of the things I was hoping in the future was the ability to provide smart,
reasonable access for County residents to one, appreciate their sister island. Two,
support their sister island either in conservation efforts, clean-up efforts or what, as
well as, smart harvesting of our natural resources whether it be, you know, reasonable
quantities of certain fishes or shellfish or whatnot. I think it can contribute back to
this County and our general community of our County people. So, that's one of the
areas I would hope that the Commission would look at, work with us, and find ways to
increase access to appropriate places of the island.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yes, we currently take two volunteer groups out a month which is anywhere
from 30 to 40 people a month on restoration work access. We would love to take more
people. It's all a question of restriction, limitation of funding. So, if we can seek more
funding, we can take more people, we can do more work. That's basically where we're
at; that's our limitation today is really a funding issue more than accessibility to the
public. We would like to take more public and do more work on the island, it's just
restrictions of fundings.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And that funding for those type of access or programs you
just mentioned, that is currently funded through the Federal grant or is
State-appropriated?
MR. NAHOOPII: The trust fund pretty much expired about 2016, somewhere around that
timeframe. So, since 2016, the State actually for the first time gave us General Funds.
So, we're now in the State Budget, but just enough for the staff and some operational
costs. We're always, every year, asking for additional operating money so that we can
take and do more things on the island. We try to ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Resources budget, sir?

Are you under the Department of Land and Natural

MR. NAHOOPII: We're now in their budget now. Yeah. We weren't for many years.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah, that's why I was wondering where was your money
'cause I...we couldn't, wasn't, that never stood out in the State.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah, we had to go find our own. So, we got fund grants and whatever else
we could find for years and whatever we had residual in the trust fund. We kind of
stretched the trust fund for almost 20-so years, the funding that was in there.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
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MR. NAHOOPII: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. And so, I guess my question for the Planning
Committee is since you are holding, you know, ongoing meetings and if there's a way
we could have one or two people from the Planning Committee interact and be a part
of that rather than wait until we get through the long list of all of our community
plans, you know, and get to Kahoolawe, maybe it's something we can work on
simultaneously with the other community plan reviews that we're doing since you
folks are already kind of have a process for that?
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah. We're here and available to participate in anything.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
MR. NAHOOPII: And we're located right down the street, so.
CHAIR KING: Okay. I appreciate your willingness to work with us.
MR. NAHOOPII: Oh yeah.
CHAIR KING: Yeah. I think that's a really good sign. And, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Well, in the Charter, having Kahoolawe and
Molokini in reference to the West Maui representative, perhaps that would be the
person who represents that area being it's tied to what the Charter tells us here.
CHAIR KING: Yeah. That's a great, yeah, good idea.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: So, we'll follow up. We'll follow up through the Planning Committee on and,
you know, after we get the, your, it'd be great to get that plan that you have to every
Councilmember.
MR. NAHOOPII: Yes. We can send you guys an electronic copy. We have to get more printed
out.
CHAIR KING: Okay. That's great. And then we can see where we would fit in if it's
something that we would adopt and add to or be part of that, you know, the next,
whatever the next revision of that is. So, any other questions, Committee Members?
Thank you so much for your being here and for your input 'cause-MR. NAHOOPII: Thank you very much.
CHAIR KING: --otherwise we'd be having to send you all kinds of letters asking you all these
questions.
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MR. NAHOOPII: Trying to make my life easy too, so thank you very much.
CHAIR KING: Thanks. So, Members, I think there's a general feeling that we don't want to
take Kahoolawe off our list of community plan reviews. So, I'm willing to entertain a
motion to file this County Communication unless there's a feeling that we need further
discussion on .. .I mean we can bring it back up as the Kahoolawe Community Plan
versus, you know, what it is right now which is removing it from the slate. So, do we
have a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I move.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Second.
CHAIR KING: Moved by Ms. Crivello, second by Ms. Sugimura. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Under discussion, Chair?
CHAIR KING: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: 111 support your motion that's on the floor before us. I would
agree and ask that we find a proposal to revise it. I still believe Kahoolawe is part of
this County, a sister island. I'm going to do my best to protect and advocate for this
island. I can appreciate the Commission's comments and therefore, you know, I
believe we should adjust the language and call it the Kahoolawe Island Plan and take
out the word community. And I appreciate Mr. Walker checking to see if there was
Federal support in the past.
Except for the so-called grant or Federal, DOD
appropriation for the clean-up, I would say I think this County still has a opportunity,
Chair. As I mentioned, I believe access is a critical thing for this County and access to
that island is included. So, I would look forward to the proposed legislation. Thank
you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Great. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. I, too, when we do consideration
as far as the chapters for the Code that we have before us that we work on the best
language that will instill what Kahoolawe means to Hawaii. And especially under our
Maui County, I think that's, it's a value. You know, you see people come in to
complain and to testify how we need to protect this land and protect what the
sacredness and what have you and this is the catalyst of it all. So, thank you. I'm
glad we're just gonna file it and bring it up at a later time. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Any other discussion? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair? I'm wondering, 111 be visiting the White House next
month,-CHAIR KING: Nice.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --and the sole intention for the invite is of all, a lot of leaders
across Hawaii State to bring issues of Hawaii there. So, I'm wondering if this is
something in regards to PILT, you know, payment to us in this reference something
like that could be brought up to that level. So, that was just a thought.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Mr. Walker, do you have a comment on that?
MR. WALKER: Again it's, you know, the property is not owned by the Federal government
and so I'm not sure how you get around that objection. But, by all means, I wish you
the best of luck, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Alright. Well, I'll figure something out to say.
CHAIR KING: Regardless of what we call it, you know, if we know that we want it to apply to
extended access for the people of Maui County, maybe that would be a way to
approach it so that it doesn't end up in the State coffers. And then we can work with
KIRC on that pot of money if it comes through. Thank you for that, Ms. Cochran. Any
other comments?
If not, there's a motion on the floor to file County
Communication 18-109. All those in favor, "aye."
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KING: All those opposed?
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
King,
Vice-Chair
Councilmembers
Cochran,
Hokama, and White.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

Sugimura,
and
Crivello,
Guzman,

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FILING of communication.

CHAIR KING: None opposed, measure passes with one, two, three, four, five, six ... seven
"ayes." And I'm sorry, I forgot to recognize Mr. Guzman. Thank you for being here.
And so thank you, Mr. Walker, appreciate your attendance. Okay. Let's take a
ten-minute break, morning break, and come back at 25 after, and we'll continue with
the PC-2. Thank you . . . . (gavel) . ..
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ITEM PC-2:

RECESS:

10:15 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:25 a.m.

MOLOKAI COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE

(CC 16-98)

CHAIR KING:
. . (gavel). . . We've got a quorum. We're back in session with the Planning
Committee, and we're moving on to item PC-2, the Molokai Community Plan Update.
And so, Members, we are at a point where I think we pretty much done everything we
need to do. Do we need to go over the revised revisions of the maps? Or have we, did
we complete that in to the Planning Department? I know we went over it one time.
Maybe, Ms. Eaton, were there any revisions since the approval of the maps that we did
earlier?
MS. EATON: Excuse me?
CHAIR KING: Were there any revisions since ... okay.
MS. EATON: They were minor.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Okay. We did receive updated maps from the Department of Planning
which replaced the maps in the draft bill before you. So, the non-substantive
revisions are all references to Molokai Community Plan or Molokai Community Plan
Update were changed to Molokai Island Community Plan and Molokai Island
Community Plan Update. That was a change that the Committee made earlier. And
on map 3.1, the quotation mark in National was replaced with an apostrophe. On
map 3.2, in the legend, East Molokai Watershed Partnership an okina was inserted in
Molokai. On map 3.3, Na Ala Hele was corrected to three words, Na Ala Hele. And the
last revision was on map 3.3, archaeological was corrected. It was the spelling of
archaeological was corrected. So, we have one, Members, we have one remaining item
for review in the plan. And if you recall the Committee previously discussed the
Planning Department's request to replace 6.1 and 6.2 with language similar to what
was in the Lanai plan. You heard testimony on that today. The draft plan was
distributed today includes the original Appendix 6.1, 6.2. Per my discussion with
Director McLean that this would be the default if we decided not to put the other one
in. And the proposed change, the alternate one which was dated 07 j 18/2018, which
has been noticed on today's agenda and shows the proposed revisions by the Planning
Department in track changes.
So, if Members decide to adopt the Planning
Department's proposal, the additional language proposed by Planning, to accompany
revised Appendix 6.1 must be added in Section 6.1. So, that's Page 77 before B,
Future Conditions. Any ... so, I guess as opening remarks, I will just say that in my
discussions with the Planning Department, there really is no, it doesn't affect the
Planning Department's implementation of the plan. They are in, as one testifier noted
earlier today, they are in a process of updating land use designations and have not
gotten to, have met with several stakeholder groups, but have not gotten to the greater
community. I did attend the meeting last Tuesday, which, in which these handouts
were given out on their proposed land use designations. As they meet with certain
stakeholder, they met with a few stakeholder groups so far and this has not been
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vetted by the community members yet. So, it's mostly the stakeholder groups that
they've identified. And so my personal feeling on this is that, is to leave what was in
there, 6.1, 6.2, until there's a chance to go back to the community and let the
community really discuss the land use designations with the .. .I mean and I appreciate
the Department doing these changes so that they're readable. It's in this kind of a
format and I can get copies to the Committee, if you wish.
You have that,
Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Great.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: It's in SharePoint.
CHAIR KING: Pardon?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: It's in SharePoint.
CHAIR KING: Yeah. Yeah. So, I didn't know if everybody had looked at it. But these are
drafts points and I think there are some concerns of the community that they are, the
intent is to use these generically for all communities so communities would not be
able to actually go in there and say no, we don't want this particular designation to
say this. I had some concerns and I think the Department's been good about hearing
everybody's concerns before they take another swipe at this.
So, I
appreciate ... Ms. Eaton, do want to say anything about the revisions you're working
on?
MS. EATON: Yeah. Just that it's not on the agenda. I'm not prepared to talk about it and I
thought we were coming to talk about the Molokai Island Plan.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Yeah, it is. We're talking about the land use designations for the
Molokai Island Plan. So, I just wanted to put that in context of what you folks are
working on as far as changes for all of the community plans.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Chair?
CHAIR KING: Ms. Sugimura?
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Yeah. So, I think one of the testifiers talked about a meeting that
was held. It sounds like none of us were invited except you. It doesn't sound like was
regarding ...
CHAIR KING: I was not invited. I found out about it from the community, so.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Oh, well, I don't know what you guys are talking about, but it's
not relevant right? To today? You're talking about something else that's not on ...
CHAIR KING: Well, it's relevant in that it does discuss land use designation. So, that's what
we're discussing right now -- 25-
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VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Correct.
CHAIR KING: --is what appendix to put in there and why for land use designation. So, I
think it's relevant that the Department is working on changes, overall changes, to land
use designations. And, you know, part of the community concern is that they have
not been able to have that discussion. So, that was what I heard from going over there
multiple times and what I heard today about leaving it as it came to us from the
Planning Commission and then going back after, you know, after the discussion on
what these land use designations actually mean.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Okay. So, we're not gonna talk about that meeting, right?
According to Planning? Okay. We're going go back to Molokai. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Well, we are in Molokai, yeah.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: We weren't talking about Molokai.
CHAIR KING: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah, I don't know what meeting that was referring to, but,
so, Chair, couple of things for clarification. So, as it stands, this is our last item to
move it forward, right?
CHAIR KING: I hope so unless you have some other proposals?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No. Couple of things. I would, you know, referencing Lanai
plan to me is out the door. This is not a Lanai plan. First of all, I think that's what
we've got to get cleared and so, for me, I'm from Molokai so we're gonna get territorial.
Don't, you know, it's likewise if we go to Lanai and we say this is the Molokai plan. It's
territorial. We don't do that in our small communities. That being said, under the
land use section I note that, you know, and it ... we may have had a discussion on this
because I note the goals and policies on Page 82, we identify adoption of a traditional
land use overlay designation and more or less from the Manae area for _ _ to Halawa
and means that any, you know, we recognize the data that we may have that has the
overlay for traditional and cultural practices. And then you go further on Page 83,
somehow or other that has been removed from land use action. So, my question is we
have that there, we have it removed here, and how can we be assured under what land
use that that overlay can be supported? I guess, for me, that's one thing. And then,
the other ... my staff was able to get this from the SharePoint, I would like to request if
the Department would, you know, what came out on the original and then what is,
you know, at our last meeting went version one, version two, right, and the other
version what have you, is give some clarity. How does it differ? And what are the
main points that differs it?
CHAIR KING: Okay. Are you talking about the different, how it differs in wording or how ...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: The original Appendix 6 point. ..
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CHAIR KING: No, I know, but are you talking about how it differs in wording or how it differs
in what it would cause for their actions?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No. How it differs on the land use designation that we're
coming out with because that's the gist of it, right? Our land use designation that
comes out with the recommendation whether it's Appendix 6.1 and it says department
recommended and what you're talking about on the original. So, how does this differ
from what was .. .I think we all should have some understanding, as well as for the
community to understand, what is the major differences in these two that it separates
one from the other, I think in all fairness for us and our decision-making. Chair, if
that's possible.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Yeah, no, it was clear to me, but I'm happy to let the Department
discuss it and then also if you could discuss the other issue that Ms. Crivello had
about the traditional land use overlay and why we took it out of action item, the action
item on Page 83?
MS. EATON: Okay. So, 111 start with the two tables and the differences. Honestly, in
practice, there's no difference at all. We had what's called, which is in the draft that
we transmitted in 2016, the default table. And, in essence, the reason why we
provided a more detailed table, if you will, was to try to just simply clarify the current
existing practices that now happen in the Planning Department. That's all we were
trying to do. So, in actuality, on the ground, there's no new thing that's happening.
It's just was trying to explain 'cause there was a lot of confusion between the
community plan land use and actual zoning uses. So, all we were trying to do was to
simply give examples and try to explain just by this table with the additional column
added. That's really the only change. That's all we attempted to do. Again, it doesn't
change anything in practice. We just were trying to provide more explanation. Do you
want to ...
CHAIR KING: Ms. Crivello, you have a follow-up question?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: In one of our Committee meetings, we recognized too, I
think, delete mixed-use residential because we determined with understanding I guess
that the mixed-use does not exist as far as land designation. Is that correct?
MS. EATON: Correct. We actually took that out. That's not even in the table for Molokai.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay.
MS. EATON: We did that several meetings ago.
CHAIR KING: I think we did that for both versions.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. So, really, no difference then from the two and when
we're having our discussion, it appears to be, you know, I think community is
concerned. First of all, one major concern is what happens to our traditional land use
overlay on the cultural significance of it and how we restore that and under
what ... does it come any of these appendix or matrix or is it just a land use action?
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And then, if...you sort of generalize how's there really no difference, but I really would
like to have you, I don't know if you have a PowerPoint of sort that you could give us a
more detailed on the allowable land uses? And I know Department has specifics and I
can understand and support that, but I think what was said earlier, each community
or island plan differs and I think that's what's gotta be recognized. But, I really don't
see the major differences, so that's where I'm boggled. So, why do we have this
version and that version?
MR. ALUETA: If I may, Madam Chair? Thank you for your question. I think primarily is we
had the original plan as indicated earlier that was reviewed by the GPAC as well
as ... the CPAC as well as the Planning Commission. And again, the history was that
during that time, Lanai because it was the first island plan to go through had adopted
this revised table which basically clarified for the Department of the typical zonings
that would be seen within or envisioned within that type of community plan
designation. So, again, the ultimate powers of what is done on the land or what would
potentially be done on the land would happen through a zoning change. So, we just
wanted to give it's basically here's that type of community plan designation, such as
single-family, whether or not you put in the restriction that this is going to be an Rl or
more dense, gonna be an R3 zoning designation or you zone it a specific residential
designation plus added conditions, as you do. We have ... Council's very popular with
conditional zoning. That will ultimately be the guiding factor for the land use
restrictions on it. This plan and all island plan or community plan and their
designations primarily provide like a broader vision and that's why we added the more,
all of the different type of zoning categories that could potentially go into that to give
the community a little better idea.
But again, ultimately, if there's gonna be
restrictions on any particular parcel, or any particular area, it's gonna come down to
the Council making that decision. And I'll try to take a stab at what I think
Ms. Crivello was talking about with regards the traditional overlays. Again, that is just
an overlay. So, when somebody comes in to either develop a property, there's multiple
maps you look at. I mean, any typical developer will first, will start with the State land
use layer. What is the State land use layer? What is then, what is the community
plan layer? And then what is ultimately the zoning layer? And typically, for
culturally-sensitive areas, right, we will have ... they will look to see are you in a
culturally-sensitive area and that layer? Are you in a flood zone? That's another layer
that's over our maps. Okay. So, again, design restrictions, we have layers of where we
have design restrictions. Historical design guidelines are also a layer that shows, is an
area of our zoning map or not on the zoning map, but is another layer that developers
and our planners will look at with regards to reviewing any project. So, from that
aspect, the community plan is just recognizing that there are going to be layers. It is
not the layer of what the community plan focuses on which is the land use
designation. So, you're dealing with just this section of the community plan which
has to deal with land use, potential land use designations. And so, again, we again,
the Department-recommended table is what we ultimately would prefer 'cause it would
again provide clarity for this island plan. Okay. I know there was some talk on it and
it's not part of the discussion, that has to do with the community plan, the West Maui
Community Plan. Hopefully, when we get to that we11 discuss it, but today we
hopefully we can through the Molokai Island Plan and we can move forward.
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CHAIR KING: So, Mr. Alueta, the traditional land use overlays are already there? We already
have that? Because I think that was the question when Ms. Akutagawa came with
Harmonee Williams was they were asking for us to create that and I think there was
some confusion that does it already exist? Or, you know, we're just talking about
utilizing it or is it something we need to create?
MR. ALUETA: I think it is something that the community .. .I'm not familiar with that
particular language, but we've had that before in other areas such as Hana. Hana
has, there's a language within the Hana Community Plan which calls for, you know, a
cultural overlay district layer to help identify certain cultural aspects.
My
understanding is that is what they would like to see developed.
CHAIR KING: Okay. So we don't have one for Molokai?
MR. ALUETA: No, we don't have it right now because if you adopt this community plan ... or
this island plan, then that would be one of the many items that the Department and
our PID Department, Plan Implementation Division, would have to go out and chances
are that would then go out to a consultant to do a study and then that map would be
used by the Department once it's been developed.
CHAIR KING: Okay. But, I think the concern was we took it out because we, I thought we
put it into policy, but it's not actually in action item. I didn't come prepared. I didn't
know this was going to come up so otherwise I would've pulled those pieces out, but
do you ..
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I think it's of importance we have that listed as our goal in
policies and because we're gonna discuss Chapter 6 point what have you on the land
use designation, I would like to be assured that we will be taking action, listing that in
reference to number 19 on page .. .I think it's ...
CHAIR KING: To make sure it's in the action items?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah, you know, it's together. Yeah.
CHAIR KING: Okay. 'Cause I thought we had it in one section and we took it out of the
specific East End Policy because it was in the main section, but I didn't, I wasn't
prepared to discuss that so I don't have that. Traci, do you have that? Do you know
where that's listed?
MS. FUJITA: I think if you look on Page 85.
CHAIR KING: It's not on my version of Page 85.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right. Page 85.
CHAIR KING: In Table 6.2?
MS. FUJITA: Yes.
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CHAIR KING: Do you know what item it is you're referring to?
MS. FUJITA: Are you referring to the deletion of the traditional land use overlay?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
MS. FUJITA: Yeah. It's 6.1.09, but it's, the proposal is to delete it.
CHAIR KING: Okay. So, it's actually on my version it's on Page 86 that we deleted it as an
action item. So, I guess the proposal would be, Ms. Crivello, to put that back in as an
action item?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I so move.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Second.
CHAIR KING: Second by Ms. Sugimura. If we have consensus, we don't have to take a vote,
but is there any other discussion on putting it back in as an action item?
Department, do you have any other comments on that? If you look on Table 6.2, item
6.1.09 was deleted and it was because we moved that to policy and took it out of
action, but Ms. Crivello is moving that we put it back into the action item.
MR. ALUETA: Again, just thank you, Madam Chair. One, it doesn't, that doesn't really, it
doesn't impact the land use table that we're discussing today. Adding it in would just,
again, require that this type of layer be developed in some future date. It won't
happen overnight. We'll obviously have to come back for funding at some point. So,
hopefully you '11 support the funding and for the development of that layer.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Yeah. I don't think she was, this is a separate issue. She wasn't relating this
to the appendix.
MR. ALUETA: Okay. Alright. Yeah, we have no objections. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Okay. All those in favor? "Aye."
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KING: Any opposed?
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VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
King,
Vice-Chair
Councilmembers
Cochran,
Hokama, and White.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

Sugimura,
and
Crivello,
Guzman,

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVED AMENDMENT.

CHAIR KING: Okay. So we're going to go ahead and add in 6.1.09 back; so it's the
traditional cultural land use overlay. And so any more discussion on the appendix?
My preference would be to leave it as is when it came to us from the Planning
Commission, attach the alternative to the plan when we go to the Council meeting,
and then ask the Department to do a presentation to the community on what that
appendix means because I think part of the reason that we have so much confusion
about it is because it came to the Council, it did not come to the community for
vetting. So, they never got a chance to look at it. It was passed on with the 6.1 and
6.2. So, any thoughts on that idea?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. I think, as a whole, there's much
confusion from certain testifiers as to what to support or not to support and this is
why I'm asking, not...don't give me a generic explanation for how we differ with this
plan that you're wanting to push as well as what we've gone through throughout the
discussions and what we're coming up with. So, you know, I'm hoping we're gonna
make a decision today and push our plan forward because I think we've waited; we've
also set a deadline for the end of September.
CHAIR KING: Yeah, we're not gonna meet that deadline to get it out of Council.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right. So ...
CHAIR KING: But we have an extension and I just don't want to go, you know, another half a
year. But so, if we ... so, you know, I'm not really pushing anything new I'm just
proposing to keep it like it was when it came to us from the Planning Commission,
attach the proposal from the Planning Department, and then when we go to, when we
have the Council meeting, if we can have the Planning Department then give a
presentation to the community so the community can see what this is about and
because that's where the confusion comes from. When you bring something to the
Council and the community doesn't know, hasn't been exposed to it, then we're
making decisions without community input, so.
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Well, we've heard the community say how many times do we
have to say the same thing.
CHAIR KING: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And, you know, there's a broader community out there that
maybe just observes and choose not to participate and then you have to give credence
to those that choose to participate. But I still go back to we have here what came forth
and it depends who you're talking to that was on CPAC or what have you what is it
that really came through and then we have what we have before us today on the other
appendix. So, for me, Department, tell me please how does this differ from this
recommendation for the Molokai Community Plan? If there's no difference, why do we
have two?
CHAIR KING: Mr. Alueta?
MR. ALUETA: The recommended table from the Department has an additional column which
provides typical County zoning districts that would be seen and it also has the uses
envisioned. So, those additions to the standard table, the table that was transmitted
up, provides greater clarity to the community as well as the Department. And it
essentially codifies what we have been doing in practice. Okay, which is what is the
typical zonings that would line up with the various community plan designations. I
think that is the greatest improvement, I guess you could say, over the plan. Alright.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. So, actually, number one concern would be our
land use designations and that's no differ from what is here. But this table that you
have before us on the recommendation actually I can appreciate because it gives us,
especially my island we're so Interim zoning that we've gotta just do a whole wipe out
and start working on our zoning whether it comes from the Department or us as
Council. I personally can appreciate, but you also have people coming from the
outside and tell the community this is not good because ... so you're telling me, just to
clarify, our land use designations are no different. What we're doing here is typically
saying we can envision the use as such and, you know what, we're gonna be working
on the zoning, this is what may be the zoning that may be recommended?
MR. ALUETA: That is correct. And again, as I indicated, during the final zoning of any
parcel or comprehensively zoning at, during a, in getting replacing of Interim, we
would provide you with the specific zoning as envisioned or as one of those typical
zoning categories. And at that time of the zoning, you can say Rl may not be
appropriate for that area. We would rather have an R3, okay, and at that time, so
again, that is the goal. The adoption of this community plan as well as the maps
associated with this. Right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
MR. ALUETA: Moving forward would aid in the eventual re-zoning of the many areas of
Molokai because the maps for Molokai on the community plan basis is dated as we've
shown many times with regards to our Dead Sea Scroll project. But, this again,
moving this forward and with regards to community input, the Department has spent,
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again there was 22 meetings with GPAC, eight ... CPAC, excuse me. Eight meetings
with Molokai Planning Commission. From the Department aspect, we have turned
over this to the Council. There is no mechanism in which for us to take it back from
you. We've transferred it. It's in your ball. I mean the ball is in your court to take
action. So, there's not really an opportunity I guess for the Department or to go back
to the community to have another public hearing on this. All your meetings are public
so they can make their testimony, but again, I think we've spent many, I'm not
exaggerating when we say we spent many years on this plan, and so we ... hopefully
you guys can finally make a decision and move it out. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Department. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, if I may? For, you know, I think most important when
we don't, we may have land designation and we do not have corresponding zoning
district, then anything can slip in. So, I think for us to have these kind of clarity and
definition is of value and none of the testifiers were able to even, I guess, reference this
portion including myself until we're having this discussion as to looking at possible
uses and possible zoning and I take that very seriously for our island because like I
keep I sound like a broken record; we're Interim, it's costly for our kupuna and
kuleana landowners when they have to ... want try and work on designating their lands
to their beneficiaries. So, to me, that's utmost of importance. And then, when you
have Interim, you know, can also can affect us differently, too, where big bucks can
say otherwise. So, I'm looking at people like me; no more the big bucks and we want
to be able to understand why, what happens when we have these designations. So,
Chair, when you ask for recommendation, I would like to make a motion as necessary.
CHAIR KING: Okay, we're gonna have, yeah, we'll let everybody comment first. But, yeah,
thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: I guess my biggest concern is whose envisioned uses. You know, because this
was put in after it came out of the Planning Commission. So, there's a column that
says uses envisioned, but and I think that's one of the big push-backs from the
community as well which would be my concern if this came to my community and
after the fact had a list of envisioned uses that the CPAC and the Planning
Commission had not been part of. So, but Mr. Guzman, you have a comment or
question?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I see that in the, there's a presentation, a PowerPoint here
presentation, and I was reading portions of it. Was this ever presented? 'Cause it
appears as though the Department was ready to present this PowerPoint that actually
went through the original and the newly revised proposals or recommendations. Was
this ever presented in the Committee?
CHAIR KING: It was presented a while ago and then it was discussed and there was some
request to send it back to CPAC and then we couldn't get approval on getting CPAC
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seated and so we've, it's kind of been an on-and-off discussion in this Committee for
probably about a year.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, 'cause according to the ...
CHAIR KING: We've gone back and forth.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Excuse me. So, according to the e-mail here, it says that it,
this was going to be provided and presented on August 6th; however, there was not an
opportunity and then now it's dated, the whole PowerPoint is dated September 20th.
So, may I ask the Department whether they intended to present this PowerPoint that
is dated September 20th? Was that one of your intentions to clarify?
MR. ALUETA: Correct. Sorry, thank you, Madam Chair and Councilmember Guzman. Yes,
we had intended to present it originally at the August meeting. We were not given an
opportunity to present it. We forwarded the presentation to the Staff and let them
know that we had this presentation available for you for today's meeting. We were told
that we were not going to present that.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Who told you you couldn't present this?
CHAIR KING: I did, Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Why would you not want the Department to present this?
CHAIR KING: We've had this presentation before and ...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Obviously, if you would allow me ...
CHAIR KING: If you're going to ask me why, let me the answer.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: You know what, Chair, I'm asking the question. I did not
yield to you at this point. I'm asking the question directly to the Department.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So, you had the intention of basically having this presentation
today because it's dated September 20th on the title in the presentation itself?
MR. ALUETA: Correct. We originally had transmitted it. We originally prepared it for the
August meeting. We had it with us and we were not given an opportunity to present
it. We forwarded it too because we had anticipated to present today. In between these
two meetings, we did have a meeting with Councilmember Crivello and I gave her the
August 6th timeline in the meeting and to help explain because she had, again,
individual questions about the table and so I felt I had a good meeting with her then.
We updated or had re-dated it, I guess you could say, saying August 20th, or
whatever ...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: September 20th. That's today.
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MR. ALUETA: Sorry. September 2Qth. For today's meeting and we had forwarded that to
Staff and asked to be able to present to help provide clarity to the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Just by reading this-MR. ALUETA: But it has never been ...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --just by going through it-MR. ALUETA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --it's very detailed. You're showing the exact document of the
original and then you're going through the Department's recommendations in
highlights and showing the differences between the two.
This looks pretty
comprehensive to me. If this was presented to me, I would definitely have a full
understanding of what's going on, but because of the fact that I'm just reading this, I
still understand it, but I think it needs more clarity by the Department. So, I would
request that you have the opportunity to at least give this presentation that it looks
like you guys did quite a bit of work on here 'cause there's what 14 slides here, so.
CHAIR KING: Yeah, we have had, we have had these, we've gone over these different versions
in the past. You haven't been here at those meetings, but we have gone over these
different versions.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I just heard from the Department that they haven't been given
an opportunity to present this one.
CHAIR KING: They have been. They have been given an opportunity to presentCOUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, Chair.
CHAIR KING: --this appendix, this proposal, it's been over a year since it was presented the
first time. And the problem is that this Committee feels like we're in the Council
process now. We're not going to go back to CPAC. I've heard this from other
community members, we're not ...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Well, ifwe're in the Council process, let us do ...
CHAIR KING: Excuse me, just a minute, I have the floor.
We're not--

We're not going back to CPAC.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: That's fine, dictator.
CHAIR KING: --going back to the Planning Commission. And so, why do we keep going back
to the Department?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Chair?
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CHAIR KING: This is ... well, let me just finish because this is a process that I've heard from
many on Molokai that they have not been afforded this and that's why I'm saying if
we're going to do this presentation, let's put it in the, let's take it to the community.
Let's take it to the Council meeting so that the entire community can hear it because
they have not heard this presentation either.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. So, if I may, Chair?
CHAIR KING: And, Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. So, segue exactly what you said never heard
this presentation and for us, we're at this stage now as Committee and Council. So, I
agree with Mr. Guzman. We should have, you know, I've had to meet with Planning on
an individual basis to get full clarity and we know that we are on view from the
community either today or when they do re-broadcast this. But, I really believe this
presentation is of importance. I'll tell you why. Because the land use designations are
the same, what allows us the opportunity is to get a better clarity on the uses
envisioned or the zoning districts. So, envisioned doesn't mean that it's there's a
stamp there. It's an opportunity for us to maybe have a, envision a dream that we're
gonna be doing this or what have you. And I think that's kind of what we're ... we
weren't ... yes, we've talked about this several times, but I think the full clarity and the
full presentation is of value unless you're gonna ask for the recommendation today
and what you choose to open up the floor to. And if the community still needs
because they just tend to say we should not go this and it's no different really from
this except this recommendation gives more clarity. And if we have to read it from
ourselves as Planning Committee Members, then we should. Otherwise, then, perhaps
then you would ask for a motion of some sort so we can move forward and then we
can be assured that this will be fully vetted out how we need to. I'm not sure how the
other Members feel if they need to have the presentation, but if they had a PowerPoint
on this, I've never seen the PowerPoint. I'm sorry, but ...
CHAIR KING: Okay. But they said they shared this with you and you still didn't have clarity
coming into this meeting. So, you have asked for clarity still ...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No. I asked these questions because I want the community
to hear it. Okay.
CHAIR KING: Okay. But you did share -COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Because we have not ...
CHAIR KING: --with us that you were still not clear on this and, you know, we've been
looking at these different versions. So ...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, Chair, excuse me. I have my reasons and rationale why
I ask these questions. Okay. I want the Department here to help us. We're talking,
we're here on behalf of the community and if that clarity is able to be discussed in this
meeting, then I ask those questions. Okay. My approach may seem as though I'm
totally blank on it, but my community may not fully understand it because
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you've ... we've had other people from different areas on Maui who makes attempt to try
and give their clarity and their rationale as to why we should be voting for supporting
whatever appendix they feel should ... would ... may be of benefit for our island. And
Hawaiians call that mahaoi, but, you know, I not going appreciate that because I ask
the question because I want the community, people who testify and come up with why
they choose this, and others who do not come out to testify as to what we are doing to
compare both.
CHAIR KING: Right. And I don't think that us sitting here and having another presentation
on this is going to help the community. I think there's a lack of clarity and that's what
caused the confusion when this new appendix was proposed was after the fact.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I disagree, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: And so, that's why I'm saying if we take this to the community and have the
presentation then, then we can get that, the actual understanding there with the
community instead of us trying to keep rehashing this over and over again.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: This is why we're here, Chair, to continue to have this
discussion so the community have the kind of transparency that we have -CHAIR KING: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --through the Akaku services. So, thank you.
CHAIR KING: Right. So, you know, we can go ahead and go either way. We can go with the,
you know, your recommendation and bring the other appendix or we can bring this,
you know, we can keep it the way it was and bring this other appendix and, you know,
we're gonna get testimony in person on Molokai. But, either way, I would still like to
have that presentation that they want to do on the island of Molokai at the Council
meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: That's fine.
CHAIR KING: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. I think this is an item that is in the purview
of the Council. I think we've heard from many, many people. It does concern me
when the Department says there's no difference because I think there is a significant
difference. I believe that there is the, a higher level clarity for the community in the
6.1 versus the current version or the new 6.1 versus the current version. My concern
when we were hearing testimony on the Lanai plan was that the objections were being
delivered from Maui, not from Lanai. My concern this time around is exactly the
same. The concerns are being delivered from people from Maui, not as much or were
initiated from Maui maybe. So, you know, I'm not going to have another presentation
as part of the Council meeting over there. This, our job, is to pass this out of
Committee and then we'll take it to Molokai on first reading. But, I'd like to have the
option of, you know, getting them the document, whatever it is. Our basic goal is to
try to give the people on Molokai the full document two weeks before any public
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hearing is held. So, you know, at this point, you and the Committee have done all the
heavy lifting on this plan. We're down to one last thing for clarification purposes. So,
I'd like to hear your recommendation on the overall plan 'cause I think, you know,
we've been pushing the deadline back. It's been a long, long time that we've been
working on this. The Council has had it for way longer than we should have and I
know that didn't start under your jurisdiction, but these are things that, you know,
it's time to move on. It's time for your Committee to be freed up to do other work. So,
I'd like to suggest that we move on with the motion and let the votes fall where they
may and get this puppy moving.
CHAIR KING: Thank you. Okay. Well, my recommendation is to move with the original 6.1,
6.2 and attach the alternative of the Planning Department's recommendation, and that
way we have the document as they were presented to us from the Planning
Commission; so that would be my recommendation. If there's a motion for that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, so moved.
CHAIR KING: Any second?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Well, you ... l'm not sure that it can go with an attachment.
think the attachment of an amendment should come-

I

CHAIR KING: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --come at -CHAIR KING: We'll bring it...right.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --at Council.
CHAIR KING: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So, I don't believe the motion can be the attachment.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I think the motion is on the plan as it's currently presented ...
CHAIR KING: As it was transmitted to us from the Planning Commission with the original
Appendix 6.1, 6.2.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: But it's with all the other amendments that have been done by
the Committee, right?
CHAIR KING: Right. We ... the removal of the statement of non-regulatory and then the
removal of the mixed use piece. Those are the only two changes that we made to that
original version that was in the plan when it came to us.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: You're referring to ... l'm referring to the whole plan.
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CHAIR KING: Right. But, yeah, so you're asking for a motion ... you're wondering about a
motion for the entire plan versus just this piece?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I think it's appropriate. We're far enough along that we should
make a motion on the overall plan.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
know ...

And then if there's an amendment to that, then that's, you

CHAIR KING: Okay. So, yeah, let's ... I'll entertain a motion to move this plan along as it is to
date, Molokai Community Plan.
MS. YAP: Chair? There's a motion on the floor, so if you want to restate the motion?
CHAIR KING: Yeah, we'll...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yes, if you could -CHAIR KING: Yeah, we'll-COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --yeah, if you could restate it.
CHAIR KING: --we'll rescind that motion, andUNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
CHAIR KING: --ask for a motion to move the plan out of Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Clarification on your motion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I thought ... didn't ... wasn't there already a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Wait, let her restate it.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Alright.
CHAIR KING: So, the plan would be as it is today. Today, it currently has the original 6.1,
6.2 Appendix with the mixed-use taken outMS. FUJITA: Wait.
CHAIR KING: --and all the other amendments, substantive and non-substantive, that we've
made plus any non-substantive changes that the Department ... or that the Staff finds
as far as spelling or grammatical or anything else that's non-substantive.
MS. FUJITA: Chair?
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CHAIR KING: That's the motion.
MS. FUJITA: Chair? Could you read the language 'cause it references the public hearing?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair, why don't we take a quick recess and ...
CHAIR KING: Okay . . . . (gavel} . ..
RECESS:

11:15 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:16 a.m.

CHAIR KING: .. .(gavel} . .. Alright, Members, I will entertain a motion to recommend that a
public hearing be held on the revised proposed bill incorporating revisions made by
the Committee and any non-substantive revisions, that the revised proposed bill be
scheduled for first reading with or without further revisions and that County
Communication 16-98 be filed.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So moved.
CHAIR KING: Motion by Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Restate ...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: ... could we just do a brief recess?
CHAIR KING: What the motion is? Well, we're going to push this motion with the plan as it
now stands and then there's going to be an amendment proposed.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: .. . (Inaudible} ...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: .. . (Inaudible} ...
CHAIR KING: Okay. Recess . . . . (gavel} . ..
RECESS:

11:17 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:19 a.m.

CHAIR KING: .. . (gavel}. . . Okay. Back to the Planning Committee. Okay, Members, I will
entertain a motion to recommend that a public hearing be held on the revised
proposed bill; incorporating rev1s10ns made by the Committee and any
non-substantive revisions; that the revised proposed bill be scheduled for first reading
with or without further revisions; and that the County Communication 16-98 be filed.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Second.
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CHAIR KING: Moved by Mr. White, seconded by Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
CHAIR KING: Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I'd like to propose CHAIR KING: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --an amendment to this. Madam Chair, I-CHAIR KING: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --I move to amend the plan by ...
CHAIR KING: Can you speak into the microphone?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. I move to amend the plan by--and I hope I'm
doing this right---by replacing Appendices 6.1 and 6.2 beginning on Page 284 of the
plan with the appendices transmitted by Committee Chair King, dated July 18, 2018,
named in SharePoint as Appendices 6.1 and 6.2 Proposed Change Alternate 1 on
July 18, 2018 and described as a memo from Chair King, dated July 18, 2018 with
Appendices 6.1 and 6.2 Proposed Change Alternate 1.
CHAIR KING: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So the Alternate 1, my understanding, it's just for my own
clarification again--that going be my theme for the week--is the recommendation that
comes with the table that has the Molokai land use designation, the State Land Use
Districts, the uses envisioned, and the typical zoning districts with all that clarity.
CHAIR KING:
Okay. That's the proposal, but did you ... does that one already have
the ... because after the fact we removed the mixed-use designation.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Both of these have the mixed-use designation.
CHAIR KING: Right. I think we made an agreement to remove the mixed-use designation
from both of those because we don't have a mixed-use designation.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Oh, right, there's no land use ... yeah, so even if it's listed -CHAIR KING: With the removal of the mixed-use?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --yeah, we don't have it ...
CHAIR KING: Okay. Do we have a second to that motion?
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Second.
CHAIR KING: Second by Mr. White. Any discussion? We1llet you speak to it first since it's
your motion.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Thank you. So, I think. .. and I say this because I
think it's of value for my community to hear this as to where, as their residency
representative it better clarifies how our plans and zoning work together which is
something that is sometimes very hard to grasp for us, yeah. And I think it's
important that our plan strives to show this. And so, for this reason, I think we show
how the process has really worked on this for clarification.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you. Okay. So, and if Members decide to adopt the Planning
Department's proposal, the additional language proposed by the Planning Department
to accompany the revised Appendix 6.1 must be also added in Section 6.1 so there
would be that additional language, so that's part of the motion. Any other discussion,
Ms. Sugimura?
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Just so I know what I'm voting on because now we're hearing a
date in the past. But, I want to be sure that I'm voting for the Department's
recommendation of Appendix 6.1 and I want to hear from the Department that it's
clear, clearly we are voting on that versus what was proposed ...
CHAIR KING: You can ask the maker of the motion.
Ms. Crivello?

She knows what she motioned for.

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I have stated that and the reason I want that to be passed is
for the clarity which we lack with the original. So, yes, this is a recommendation from
such and I know we've had testifiers that say we don't want it. But, it's no different
with the original on the land use designations, but again we have clarity with the uses
envisioned and the typical zoning districts.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Okay.
CHAIR KING: Does that answer your question? Okay. Any other discussion or questions?
Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, thank you. And thank you for the maker of the
motion. I'm just trying to .. .I feel this is my personal that it gives too much leeway
actually. I understand the island has its difficulties with the Interim zoning which is
not right and needs to be handled and taken care of. But, I think this simpler the
better, but I also see the envisions and typical and those words are so, you know, it's a
very broad and general in essence. So, it's almost like yeah, it can be on one hand
yes, protective towards the wants and needs of a community, but also again if
someone waltzes in with huge dollars, it can kind of be swayed towards another way.
It can become, you know, more developable in essence and sway away from what the
main description is, is how I'm feeling. I wouldn't like those words personally in the
West Maui area.
So, those are just my thoughts on the words, in particular
envisioning and typically, it's sort of I like it to me the simpler, the better. And should
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there need to be, you know, district boundary amendments, CPA, you know,
community plan amendments, then so be it, but it goes through a process through
that particular community to make those specific changes when they come about. So,
that's my manao and feeling about that and I won't be supporting the amendment.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Any ... Mr. White, do you have a comment?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No further comment.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Your microphone's on. So, Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, just in terms of the amendment itself. I still have an
issue as to why the Department wasn't allowed to give their PowerPoint presentation
today. For me, that would have been a big difference, you know. So, I could at this
point motion to defer the amendment on the condition that this presentation be done
on this floor for more clarity. So, it's actually the main motion, if passed, the main
motion could go forward, but the amendment, Ms. Crivello's amendment would be
deferred until this presentation was conducted on the floor; this is Committee
business. It's not, I would say public, it could be shown to the public, but for our
information for the perspective of where I'm sitting, I need to see it in a formal
presentation. And I know that it's been talked about on the floor several times, but
this has been, this PowerPoint looks as though it's been well-drafted and has
Ramseyer versions comparing the two tables and amendments. So, it just makes me
more confident in voting either way just by the fact of a formal presentation in this
type of PowerPoint. So, I would put out a motion that, to defer the amendment until
this ...
CHAIR KING: I'm just wanting to let you know that that Ramseyer version has been on the
floor. We've been looking at that Ramseyer version and you have not been at the
Committee meetings where we've been looking at that, Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: But, Chair, regardless of whether I was on the floor or not,
there's a present PowerPoint presentation that has been presented to this Committee
that was dated to be formally presented by the Department which you as the Chair
denied not having it presented. For what reason?
CHAIR KING: Are you asking me?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN:
For what reason because of the fact that you've been
discussing it over. But this is a different presentation in fact that's it's more detailed
and it's formalized.
CHAIR KING: No, because ...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It's almost a ...
CHAIR KING: Do you want an answer? You're asking a question, Mr. Guzman.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Well, I'm asking you a question straight out, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN:
Are you delinquent in your duties to allow me as a
Councilmember to be informed and make an informed decision by denying the fact
that I am not going to be educated by the Department by a presentation that they have
submitted to this Committee?
CHAIR KING:
They have been submitting information for many,
Mr. Guzman, which you have not attended.

many meetings,

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. You know what, I withdraw my motion, right now.
Let's take a vote because I'm in support of Ms. Crivello's amendment.
CHAIR KING: Okay. Any other comments? Okay. I think we all know where we stand.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I think Mr. White has a ...
CHAIR KING: No, I asked him already. All those in favor, say, "aye."
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KING: All those opposed? No.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.

VOTE:

AYES:

Vice-Chair Sugimura, and Councilmembers Crivello,
Guzman, Hokama, and White.

NOES:

Chair King and Councilmember Cochran.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVED AMENDMENT.

CHAIR KING: Okay. Measures passes with four "ayes"; two "noes," Ms. Cochran and myself.
VICE-CHAIR SUGIMURA: Two, three, four, five.
CHAIR KING: Oh. One, two, three, four, five ... five "ayes." Okay. Back to the main motion.
Any discussion? All those in favor, say, "aye."
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COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KING: Any opposed?

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
King,
Vice-Chair
Councilmembers
Cochran,
Hokama, and White.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

Sugimura,
and
Crivello,
Guzman,

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

PUBLIC HEARING on revised bill, FIRST READING of
revised bill and FILING of communication.

CHAIR KING: Okay. Well, we finished our business, we're moving along to Council. And
hopefully this information will be presented to the public at some point. Alright,
thank you, Members . . . . (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

11:29 a.m.

APPROVED:

pc:min: 180920:kt

Transcribed by: Kimberly Tabon
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